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Abstract—Due to the inherent characteristics of the visualization process, most of the problems in this field have strong ties with human cognition and perception. This makes the human brain and sensory system the only appropriate platform for evaluating and fine-tuning a new visualization method or paradigm. However, getting humans to volunteer for these purposes has always been a significant obstacle, and thus this phase of the development process has traditionally formed a bottleneck, slowing down progress in visualization research. We propose to take advantage of the newly emerging field of Human Computation (HC) to overcome these challenges. HC promotes the idea that rather than considering humans as users of the computational system, they can be made part of a hybrid computational loop consisting of traditional computation resources and the human brain and sensory system. This approach is particularly successful in cases where part of the computational problem is considered intractable using known computer algorithms but is trivial to common sense human knowledge. In this paper, we focus on HC from the perspective of solving visualization problems and also outline a framework by which humans can be easily seduced to volunteer their HC resources. We introduce a purpose-driven game entitled “Disguise” which serves as a prototypical example for how the evaluation of visualization algorithms can be mapped into a fun and addictive activity, allowing this task to be accomplished in an extensive yet cost effective way. Finally, we sketch out a framework that transcends from the pure evaluation of existing visualization methods to the design of new ones.

Index Terms— Human Computation, perception, evaluation, color blending.

1 INTRODUCTION

“A picture is worth a thousand words”. The human brain and its visual sensory system are constructed in such a way that they work like a broad pathway between the information and the human mind. The process of visualization capitalizes on this well-known idea and provides a way of having deeper insight into the data by transforming them into a visual representation. Success of such methods thus depends greatly on how well they are able to convey the message to the viewer. Over the years we have seen many different techniques and methods that try to conform to the knowledge we have about human perception to derive better visualization algorithms [32, 35].

Due to the limitation of silicon-based computers and also the fact that we are still far away from actually building a complete analytical model of the human brain’s working process, truly optimizing visualization to capture its full potential seems hard to achieve. But, the recent growth in the field of human computation has opened up new ways to look at the problem from a completely different perspective. The possibility that the human brain and sensory system can be brought into the loop for computation provides an opportunity of revisiting the entire process of design, evaluation and generation of visualization.

In a sense, computing with humans is an age old concept. Before modern day computers were invented to ease the pressure on mankind, all sorts of computations were done by what we may call “human computers” [20]. But, the human brain was never very good at crunching numbers in a fast and accurate manner. So, computing machines were invented and their power is growing every day. For long, we have been only a user to such systems and the idea has grown on us so much that a simple truth gets often overlooked – silicon-based computers are definitely extremely fast, but they are only good at a limited type of problems. There are many functions that are much better suited for human brains to solve, even though brains have much slower compute cycles. So, ideally one would want to solve a problem on a platform that is best suited for its type. This brings about the scenario of hybrid computational platforms comprised of CPU, GPU and Human brain (HPU) [18], which can achieve success in solving a much wider variety of problems than silicon-only systems. Of course this will require a framework that can efficiently distribute and organize the tasks among the human computers. Fortunately, with the advancement in internet technologies and services specifically targeting crowd-sourcing, bringing in the collaborative power of the global population and building a working systems is quite feasible.

In this paper, we discuss in detail how the field of visualization can greatly benefit from bringing humans into the computational loop. We revisit the pipeline for visualization from a human computation point of view and look for possible improvements in different stages of the pipeline. One very strong and immediate candidate for improvement is the process of evaluation in visualization. Quantitative evaluation of visualizations has always been a challenge, because in most cases a well accepted metric is hard to find, leaving user evaluation as the only accepted method for this task. Generally in visualization, the problem parameter space is tremendous, requiring an unrealistically large number of datapoints to be collected for a comprehensive evaluation. Arranging that many people is hard, costly and time consuming. To illustrate how human computation can help solve such evaluation problems, we present a purpose-driven game called “Disguise”. As an example, we consider the problem of evaluating color blending algorithms with respect to their performance to enable transparency perception. We do so by formulating the evaluation function into a game-driven human algorithm. With the help of this game, we show how we can collect a sufficient number of data points to perform a detailed evaluation of 4 blending algorithms. We show that data collection in such manner is faster, cheaper than other existing methods and also comparably reliable. We also discuss on how to build on such a concept and extend the process into the design phase of a visualization.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 provides background on the concepts of Human Computation. Section 4 revisits the visualization pipeline and discusses in general how we can benefit from having HPU based computation in it. Section 5 gives an illustrative example of game based human computation algorithm, from design to evaluation. Section 6 discusses how to extend the same method into other steps of the pipeline and gives pointers to possible future research directions. Section 7 ends with conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Even though the world of visualization is yet to take advantage of having humans as a computational resource, the concept itself is not particularly new. In the past two decades, the growth of the internet has opened up the opportunity of bringing the global population into
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a common platform for large scale collaboration. People who realized the potential of such efforts created systems that can be considered to be first true step towards social computing. One example of such work is “The Open Mind Initiative” [44], which was dependent largely on volunteer-provided data for constructing better software solutions. In 2004, Luis von Ahn came up with a purpose driven game called “ESP” [7] that utilized human observation for labelling digital images, showing the power of computing with humans in solving an important problem in computer vision. This was followed by a series of similar works [8-10, 30], which eventually led to the formalization of the term Human Computation (HC) [29]. HC started off with purpose-driven games, but with the introduction of micro-task-based crowd-sourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), integrating the human processor into the flow of an actual computational process became feasible. “VizWiz”[12] is a great example of such a system. It gives a near-real time answer to any question related to a picture taken on a cell-phone by immediately creating a task on MTurk. “Soylent” [11] is another clever application where computationally hard word-processing functions are handled by MTurk workers. Such systems inspired researchers to consider the HPU (Human Processing Unit) [18] as an integral part of the computing architecture and in the past two years we have seen its application in many different fields of computer science, e.g., [19, 23, 28, 33]. In all these examples, the problems considered were generally simple in formulation and the games, in most cases had the advantage of finding simple mapping between problem statement and game parameters. In 2010, another multiplayer game titled “fold.it”[16] showed how even very complex scientific problems can be formulated as a multiplayer online game. Such promising results of HC inspired us to tap its power into visualization field.

In visualization, the concept of bringing crowds into the loop of computation is a relatively new trend. With the recent success of cost effective crowd-sourcing through MTurk, we have seen studies done on the viability of using MTurk for large scale user studies [15, 22, 25, 26]. These works provide in-depth discussions about pros and cons of crowdsourcing as a platform for doing user studies but their analysis is only limited to that scope. As such, these efforts can only be considered as crowd-sourced user studies rather than computing with humans. Hence, we are yet to see a true adoption of HC based techniques to visualization research. This makes the contributions from this paper the first of its kind in this field.

Our example system, “Disguise” shows a human computation way of evaluating visualization algorithms. Evaluating a visualization technique has always been considered to be a challenging task [36]. With the lack of quantifiable intrinsic quality measures [13], the only acceptable solution towards measuring success of an algorithm is to do a user evaluation. In this paper, we evaluate transparency perception of color blending algorithms. Of the algorithms we take into consideration [14][31][33][37], only one of them [32] has provided a detailed user evaluation. Even then, due to the fact that arranging people to do a user study is always a time consuming, costly and difficult job, the scale is rather limited to an order of a thousand data points. Compared to that, our method provides the opportunity of performing evaluations based on millions of data points, with comparable reliability, speed and lower cost.

3 Human Computation: Concepts and Background
In simple words, “Computation” is the process of transforming input into a desired output following a predefined procedure or algorithm. Human computation thus means a method of computing by assigning partial/complete tasks to humans. To illustrate the idea clearly, consider the algorithm quicksort. As input quicksort needs two items: 1) an array of objects to be sorted and 2) A function that can compare two elements in the given array. We can use this algorithm to sort an array of any type of object as long as we have a valid compare function. There are known fast algorithms that can compare two numbers or even some other complex programming constructs quickly. But, what if we asked this algorithm to sort an array of images taken from a surveillance camera based on how suspicious the activities are. Even with the vast modern day advancements in the fields of Artificial Intelligence and Computer Vision, this comparison function between two images is nowhere near perfect. But, the human brain can comprehend the content of an image very quickly and easily. So, we can replace the existing compare function with a call to the human processor, human_compare. As long as this function returns a valid comparison, we have a sorting function that will baffle a great many of artificial intelligence algorithms by performance. The function human_compare is a call to the human computer, which means a person will judge the two pictures and compare them. One possible way of implementing the function is to programmatically produce micro tasks in a crowd sourcing platform like Amazon Mechanical Turk using an API like TurkKit[31].

There are three common techniques used to compute algorithms using humans: use of crowd-sourcing, purpose driven games and recruiting people by providing mutually beneficial service.

Crowd-sourcing: Presence of a strong web-service driven SDK from services like Amazon Mechanical Turk allows a programmer to view the workers on MTurk as some computational resource that can magically execute complex human functions with ease. As discussed earlier, examples of such techniques are [11, 12]. The advantage of using this technique is the simplicity of mapping the problem instance into an executable program. But, this incurs a monetary cost on computational power because of the remuneration of the workers. In many different fields of computation, these workers inspired researchers to use purpose-driven games. In this approach, the problem instance is mapped into an entertaining gaming activity. Players play these games for fun and help compute the function for free. An early example system of this kind is the “ESP” [7] game. This game mapped the computer vision problem of producing image labels into a fun multiplayer gaming activity. The advantage of creating such a game is that it can compute the function with considerable amounts of reliability and volume, and at very minimal runtime cost. But, creating such games is not easy and making a game popular enough to produce useful amounts of data is more of a social engineering task than exact science.

Recruitment by mutually beneficial service: These systems are somewhat similar to purpose driven games, but rather than providing entertainment toward the users, it provides service value. A famous example system of such kind is reCaptcha [6]. In this system, people type in deformed scanned words to prove that they are indeed human. In the meantime, they help digitize books and thus working as a human OCR system. Just like purpose-driven games, they provide very a high productivity/cost ratio, but are harder to design.

In this paper, we show a design example of a purpose driven game to solve visualization problems. According to [29], the design of a good human algorithm-based game should have the following:

Function Mapping: The player is presented with a challenge (the problem), an objective function that he/she is required to optimize (score, experience etc.) and a set of actions to choose from. The challenge has to be designed in such a way that it maps the target function task indirectly. That is, we should not simply ask the player to provide their perceived ordering of the layers. Otherwise it becomes a crowd-sourced task, not a game.

Game Feedback: Performing any of the available actions changes the state of the game. Each such action can produce one of the following three outcomes – positive, negative or neutral. In an ideal gaming scenario, the player only tries to optimize his/her objective function. Hence, the player will prefer positive actions over negative ones and occasionally choose neutral ones for strategic purposes. We can control the behaviour of the user by carefully designing the actions and their outcomes. We design the set of actions and outcomes to ensure that actions selected by the player helps compute our function.

Entertainment Value: The game has to be fun to play with. To ensure maximum throughput, it should ensure features that brings people back. But, at the same time, these features should not by any means affect the computation.

Exclusive to humans: A true human computation game should not be playable by a programmed bot. Otherwise, a computer can compute the function by playing the game by itself and thus nullifying the whole need of having a human driven algorithm.
4 Visualization with Human Computations

We discuss the possible inclusion of human based computation in visualization from two different perspectives: The process of rendering a visual representation and the process of designing a new visualization scheme.

4.1 Rendering a visualization

Figure 1(a) shows the steps in the most accepted view of the visualization pipeline [4] as inspired by [21]. We make a quick review of the steps involved with respect to Human Computation.

Data Analysis: Raw data generally require processing before they can be ready for visualization. This involves a set of computer centric methods, such as the application of smoothing filters, interpolation for missing data, corrections for erroneous data, removal of noise etc. In the case of scientific visualization, this phase generally involves handling huge amounts of numeric data, which is better suited for computers. Information visualization on the other hand, might benefit from human computers in cases where the data source itself is too abstract to be handled by computers directly.

Filtering: Filtering involves selection of the data to be visualized. This phase is mostly user centric and is heavily dependent on a suitable user interaction tool. In a sense, this phase is already being processed with the help of the human brain.

Mapping: Once the target data points are identified, this step maps the focus data to geometric primitives (e.g. points, lines) and their attributes (e.g. color, position, size). Mapping is considered to be the most critical in terms of achieving success in visualization and contains many open problems in this research field. The transformation from data points to geometric interpretation is driven by a set of parameters (e.g. transfer function). Producing an effective and expressive image representation requires the system to find an optimal set of values for such parameters. Thus, the computation in this phase can be thought of as an optimization problem over the whole parameter space to find the best possible image representation. The commonly practiced method either involves computer guided interactive tools [17, 46] or automated computer driven optimization [35, 40]. We argue that such optimizations generally involve steps that are better suited for the human brain. In Section 8 we discuss some of the possible ways of achieving such feat.

Rendering: Rendering of an image from geometric data is predominantly a heavy numerical process best suited for computers.

We note that the process of visual analytics puts this pipeline into an iterative loop where the analysis etc. is driven by some need specified by the user who becomes part of this loop.

4.2 Designing a visualization

Designing a new visualization is more of an open, creative and an on-demand process. Trying to find a common framework for such process is challenging. But, we can think of the workflow in such case as an iterative process looping between design and evaluation, as shown in Figure 1(b) [45]. In this figure the block “Visualize Data” contains the Analysis, Filtering, Mapping, and Rendering steps of Figure 2(a).

Design: In necessity, this step covers almost anything related to coming up with a process of visualization once we have data in our hand. It is generally handled by an expert in visualization with domain knowledge in the data. It starts with deciding the type of visualization that might be applicable for the given data. Then, following the pipeline shown in Figure 1(a), a sample set of images are generated which need to be evaluated to see how good the technique was. The design phase can be aided by human computers if the process of visualization itself can benefit from having human in the loop. (One possible example is given in Section 6.)

Evaluate: Any design of a visualization method requires evaluation for verification. This evaluation step either quantitatively or qualitatively judges if the method under consideration produces satisfactory performance. Depending on the result of the evaluation, the method is either revised or finalized. A good evaluation method is considered crucial in designing a good visualization scheme. As discussed earlier, visualization being a perception based process, the only true evaluator of a produced image is the human. We argue that the process of evaluation can be improved greatly by considering human computation based methods. Since this part of the visualization design has the most obvious connection with the human; we present a detailed example of such an evaluation method.

5 Disguise: A Game to Evaluate Algorithms

As an example of how human computation can be useful in evaluating algorithms in visualization, we created a purpose-driven game entitled “Disguise”. The game helps evaluate the performance of four algorithms designed to compute the color blending between semi-transparent layers for perception of layer ordering. We devote this section to discuss how to design the game as an implementation of a human computation algorithm.

5.1 Problem statement

First, we need to define what function we intend to compute using humans. We begin by exactly defining the transparency perception in color blending. Let us assume, there are two semi-transparent layers on top of each other. Each of the layers has a particular color and an alpha value associated with it to represent its transparency. Hence, their color state can be represented by an RGBA quadruple. Let layer A and layer B be represented by the quadruples \( A_{RGBA} = (A_R, A_G, A_B, A_a) \) and \( B_{RGBA} = (B_R, B_G, B_B, B_a) \) respectively. Also, it is given that layer A is on top of layer B. Then, the blending between these two layers would be a composite color represented by the following function,

\[
C_{RGBA} = \text{blend} (A_{RGBA}, B_{RGBA})
\]

Figure 2 shows an example of blending between two semi-transparent layers. Layer A and B has the color Green and Blue respectively with an alpha value of 0.7. The composite color \( C_{RGBA} \) is produced by following the Porter and Duff over operator [37]. Among many other things, an important desired feature in such color blending is the ability to perceive the ordering of the layer from the composite color. This property is defined as perceptual transparency [34]. Transparency perception is affected by many different aspects, including luminance, chromaticity, parallax motion, stereo depth,

\[
C_{RGBA} = \text{blend} (A_{RGBA}, B_{RGBA})
\]

Figure 2. Color blending and transparency perception. Composite color C is produced from the blending between A (green) and B (blue). The human eye perceives A to be on top of B.
Figure 3. (Left) Illustration of how an intruder moves randomly over a collector before self-explosion. (Right) A side-view of the game environment showing the three layers. The collectors are always in the middle layer while intruders can float around either on the top or the bottom layer. The markers A, B, C show three possible action scenarios from the player. Case A: The intruder is a layer below the collector. Striking here disables the intruder but no points are scored or damage is done to the collector. Case B: The intruder is a layer above the collector. Striking here disables the intruder keeping the collector intact. Also, since it is on top of the collector, the player scores a point. Case C: The intruder is in either layer but outside the collector radius. Striking here disables the intruder but no points are scored or damage is done to the collector.

organization of figures, subjective contours etc. Here, we put aside every property other than low level per pixel composition of color. We want to evaluate the performance of a given blending algorithm by its ability of exposing transparency perception when the only information we have is the perceived color of the individual layers and their composition. Hence, the function we intend to compute with a human processor is,

\[ S = \text{evaluate\_blend}(b) \]

Where,

- \( b \) = a blending algorithm
- \( S \) = performance of algorithm \( b \) in transparency perception

In this example, we evaluate the following algorithms,

**Algorithm 1** The Porter and Duff over operator [37]. It is the most well-known algorithm for compositing two semi-transparent color. The blend function in this respect is defined as,

\[ C_{\text{RGB}} = A_{\text{RGB}} \oplus B_{\text{RGB}} = A_a A_{\text{RGB}} + (1 - A_a) A_B B_{\text{RGB}} \]

**Algorithm 2** Hue preserving color blending [14]. In this algorithm, to avoid the generation of false colors, the composite between front and back color is confined within either of these two hues.

**Algorithm 3** Local color blending method [32]. In this technique, the color of the background is de-saturated by a constant factor keeping its lightness constant. The new color is then blended with the foreground using algorithm 1.

\[ B_{\text{RGB}} = \text{de-saturate}(B_{\text{RGB}}) \]

\[ C_{\text{RGB}} = \text{local\_blend}(A_{\text{RGB}}, B_{\text{RGB}}) = A_{\text{RGB}} \oplus B'_{\text{RGB}} \]

**Algorithm 4** A variation of Algorithm 3, with the back layer blurred using a Gaussian filter before passing it to the blending process. We included this algorithm for a very particular reason. The perception of transparency is governed by several factors. One is due to the so-called episcotister model [34] which advocates that luminance differences play a major role. Another factor is the Michelson contrast [42] which states that the contrast of detail on a surface is lowered when a semi-transparent layer superimposes it. Finally, the blurring of detail on the back surface is another perceptual clue [41], but one which does not necessarily reduce the Michelson contrast. Hence, this algorithm provides a strong visual cue or layer ordering on top of mere color blending. We added this algorithm to the list to verify that our game can actually evaluate transparency perception truthfully.

5.2 Algorithm design

Let us first consider a simplified case of \text{evaluate\_blend}, which asks us to evaluate a blending algorithm given a pair of colors as foreground and background.

\[ s = \text{evaluate\_blend\_simple}(b, f_{\text{RGB}}, b_{\text{RGB}}) \]

Where,

- \( b \) = a blending algorithm

\[ f_{\text{RGB}} = \text{foreground color} \]

\[ b_{\text{RGB}} = \text{background color} \]

\[ s = \text{can the human eye perceive color } f_{\text{RGB}} \text{ on top of color } b_{\text{RGB}} \text{ when compositing is done using algorithm } b? \]

Crucial to our work is the question if we can compute this function using present day computers. The answer is of course no, because this would require an algorithm that can simulate human perception. However, we can always create a very simple test just like Figure 2 and ask a human to judge which layer he/she perceives to be on top. We can replicate the test for many people and judging by their correctness in response, we can assign a score.

A complete evaluation of our original objective function can now be done if we can compute \text{evaluate\_blend\_simple} for all possible foreground and background color pairs. The total number of combinations generated in this way is a massive number and might seem to be overkill, but for simplicity and correctness, for now we would like to define it like the following. Let us assume, we can actually arrange for this huge number of human computational resources to gather scores over the whole color spectrum. Once we have this, we can then compute the function \text{evaluate\_blend} on any computational platform of our choice, given an evaluation metric that depends on the scores received. In our implementation, rather than finding all possible foreground and background combinations, we choose a stochastic approach. We select a foreground and background color by randomly picking their RGBA component values from a uniform distribution over 0.0~1.0. We base our computation on the data received and provide an approximate computation of the function \text{evaluate\_blend}. We argue that as we make more successful calls towards the function \text{evaluate\_blend\_simple}, we increase our accuracy in approximating \text{evaluate\_blend}.

5.3 Game Design

5.3.1 A general description of the gameplay

“Disguise” is made following the footsteps of single player classic arcade games that duel on the player’s skill of perception and reflex.

The game introduces a story about a distant planet, which is sadly under attack from notorious disc shaped “Intruders”. Intruders are small semi-transparent circles with a single color. They fly into the screen, move around randomly and then after some time, blow up. When they blow up, they cause some damage. To survive, the player needs to disable them. To help the player catch these intruders, the game provides five defense elements, called “Collectors”. Collectors are larger circles that stay still, distributed randomly over the playing area. They are also single colored and are semi-transparent. Intruders and collectors are arranged in layers. All the collectors are placed in the middle layer. The intruders, on the other hand can be either a layer above or below the collectors. Since both collectors and intruders are semi-transparent, the player always perceives a blended view of discs moving around. This in some sense acts like a
camouflage for the intruders, and hence the title of the game “Disguise”.

Now, the player, being the saviour of that planet, is endowed with a powerful weapon. Left click on the screen fires the weapon and it can blast off both intruders and collectors. To disable an intruder, the player has to aim and shoot at them. If the player can successfully disable an intruder while they are on top of a collector, the broken pieces from the intruder falls into the collector and the planet gathers valuable information about the invasion and the enemy. This way the player scores points. On the other hand, if the player misjudges the intruder to be on the top-layer when they are actually a layer below the collector, the strike from the mighty weapon hits the collector and damages it. The collectors can only take a limited amount of damage before they break down. So, in a nutshell, the player has the job to protect the collectors (and thus the planet) by identifying the intruders that appear to be on the top layer and disabling them, before either the explosions or the misjudgements kills all the collectors. The game play basics are illustrated in Figure 3.

5.3.2 Game feature details

In this section, we describe both game design and rules detail. Arcade games are fun and addicting. This generally comes from two aspects of the game: the challenge of learning a skill and the sense of progression through the game. Different aspects of the gameplay rules and their design motivations are explained below.

Intruder Entrance Interval: After the game starts, a new intruder spawns at defined intervals. Also, every time an intruder is disabled, a new one is introduced. Thus, the pace of the game adapts a little with the skill of the player.

Intruder self-destruction: Each intruder is assigned a lifetime, after which they can either dissolve or explode. Since we want our players to guess only the discs that are on top, we only allow the intruders on the top layer to explode. If an intruder explodes on top of a collector, the collector takes some damage. Also, as a double penalty the score is reduced a little. So, the player is pushed to judge well which intruders are harmless (from bottom layer) and which are going to cause trouble (from top layer). This indirectly gives a negative feedback to players who refrain from giving any input.

Score Multipliers: Every collector has a score multiplier associated with it. Each time the player makes one correct guess, the multiplier is increased by one. The next correct guess on the same collector will thus bring a lot more points. A misjudgement or an explosion on top of collectors will reset the multiplier. This particular feature ensures that a person, who is playing carefully and judging well, will score much more quickly than one who is reluctant to distinguish between top and bottom discs.

Leveling Up: We provide a sense of progression to the players by dividing the game into multiple levels. The game starts at level 1. Each of the levels has a predefined barrier of score. The player goes into the next level once he goes beyond that score. The level of the game indicates how hard it is to play. Several aspects of the game are functions of the current level. The first level-dependent feature is the interval of intruder entrance and speed. As the player levels up, the intruders come in at a faster rate and move around at a faster pace, challenging him/her to make decisions more quickly. The second such feature is the transparency of the game elements. The alpha values of the – the intruders and learning a skill are chosen from a distribution that is a function of the current game level. This ensures that at early stages of the game, the player is given a task that is easier to achieve. But later on, once he/she is well tuned and well trained, the probability of getting some hard to perceive blends will increase. When the player levels up, he/she is given a set of five new collectors, resetting any damages they accumulated in the previous level.

Feedbacks: We faced one big challenge in making the game. Because we needed to maintain a controlled experimental design, we had to keep the character look and feel limited only to very simple looking circles with uniform colors. Players want a game that looks nice and feels nice. But, we could not use textures, perspective camera, lighting or any other visual effect that has an impact on their perception. So, we decided to bring a few features that would make the characters more realistic but would not disrupt our experiment. First, we added a physics driven mass spring model to the collectors. So that every time they are hit by the weapon, they will wobble, giving users a visual feedback of the situation. Second, we added some comic effects that are only introduced when there is an explosion or disappearance. Third, we introduced sound effects. This is particularly important in keeping the players entertained without interrupting visual perception.

Shuffle: Consider a scenario when the player only has one or two collectors remaining and they only cover a very little part of the screen compared to the gaming area. This situation might make the game a little boring because the intruders might not always go through that region. To ensure that the player has a way around this, we added a shuffle button that takes the current set of collectors and rearranges them in the screen. It also introduces a new color for them. So, if the player is not happy with their collector color or their position, they can shuffle them around.

5.3.3 Implementation Details

In implementing the game we had to ensure that the chosen platform could cope with the following two important requirements. First, since the game is evaluating per pixel blending algorithms of colors, it should have a framework for handling custom blending functions. Second, the platform of choice should be as generic as possible so that a vast community of players can be reached. In accordance with these two somewhat conflicting requirements, we chose to implement the game as a web application with HTML5/JavaScript handling the game logic, security, design, and data acquisition. The ability of having a custom blending function was achieved through multi-pass rendering utilizing WebGL [5] and GLSL [3] fragment shaders. To handle data storage of collected data, we use a MySQL database server. Whenever there is a valid action from the user, an entry is made into the database through the ASP.NET AJAX framework [1]. Adequate measures were taken to make sure the game server could handle large number of concurrent entries from simultaneous gameplay.

To keep track of high scores and ensure competition among players, we had to decide on a player registration mechanism. We solved this issue with facebook integration for authentication [2]. Due to the popularity of facebook, a large number of players from around the world can simply skip the registration phase and get to the game quickly. Also, a socially powered discussion ensures a more engaging experience. People who have privacy concerns have the option of playing anonymously using a guest account. The welcome page for the game introduces everyone to the concept of gaming with a purpose, presents the story and a tutorial for the game play. Apart from the technical requirements, it also ensures that the person playing the game goes through an Ishihara color blindness test. The game can be accessed by searching for the application “Disguise” in facebook or directly using this URL:

![Disguise](https://example.com/disguise)

Figure 4. A screenshot of the game.
http://vail.cewit.stonybrook.edu/Projects/HPU/Disguise/. Figure 4 shows a screen-shot from the game.

Finally, to argue the concerns about conducting such color studies over the web, we note that web-based color perception studies have been found to provide comparable results to tests conducted in a lab-based environment. This was determined by Sprow et al. [43] in the context of image quality measurements.

5.4 Correctness: How it computes the target function

We ensure the correctness of the collected data by guiding the behavior of the player towards our goal. We show this by explaining all possible actions a player can take and the feedback the game provides.

**Action:** Hit an intruder when it is on top of a collector and within the collector’s boundary.

**Response:** Positive reinforcement by increasing the score. Also, the presence of a multiplier encourages consecutive correct answers, making a willing gamer more careful in making choices.

**Action:** Hit an intruder when it is below the collector and within the collector’s boundary.

**Response:** Negative reinforcement by increasing damage on the collector. No change in the score.

**Action:** Hit an intruder when it is outside a collector’s boundary.

**Response:** Neutral response. No change in score, no change in collector’s health. But, two new intruders are spawned rather than just one to make the space more crowded. This can be a blessing or a curse depending on the game situation. Availability of this action ensures advanced gamers more control over their game, eventually bringing data at a faster rate.

**Action:** No action.

**Response:** The game continues. At the end of the lifetime of the intruders they either dissolve (from the bottom layer) or explode (from the top layer). Explosion on top of a collector both damages the collector and causes a negative score. So, the game highly discourages a player who does not do anything.

Thus, the player is always encouraged to judge the ordering of the layers correctly. Most importantly, each click from the player (use of the weapon) solely indicates that according to his/her perception, the intruder color seems to be above the collector color. Thus, every time the player tries to disable an intruder, he is unknowingly acting as a human computation unit, taking as input a pair of semi-transparent colors in predefined order, a blending algorithm and computing whether the composite color preserves perceptual transparency. Thus, we claim that our human computation algorithm computes **evaluate_blend_simple** successfully.

5.5 Evaluation

We evaluate performance and success of the game Disguise from two different perspectives – as a human computation algorithm and as a tool of evaluating visualization algorithms. We claim that as a game, it is fun to play and effective in producing useful data. We also claim that using a purpose-driven game for algorithm evaluation produces better results than other competing methods in terms of cost, data collection speed, quality of results and versatility. To support our claims, we provide an analysis in the following. We compare our results to user studies done in controlled environments and also with recently popular crowd-sourcing techniques.

**Playability:** We made our game public on March, 7 2012. So, at the time of this writing, the game can be considered to be very young in age. Yet, within 15 days of its opening we had 261 players playing the game (including guests) generating close to 30,000 data points. Of the 261 players, only 26.7% logged in through facebook, justifying the need to having anonymous access. On average a player played the game for 298 seconds producing 73 data points. Among the registered users, 67.8% returned again to play the game, clearly indicating its attraction. Besides providing all these data, we were also endowed with a lot of encouraging comments and constructive suggestions from the players, signifying their interest in participation and of course their satisfaction. Especially the players, who had high scores, were particularly ecstatic when they went past some very strong high scores. The usage statistics we have here are very modest to say the least. But with the horizon of modern day recreational gaming expanding massively through social platforms, smartphones and tablets, reaching a bigger number of players is very realistic and is all about publicizing it properly. So, a purpose driven game like this is well expected to capture a significant player base providing enough data to serve our purpose.

**Data Collection Speed:** Our experimental run shows that during gameplay, on average a player produces 14.6 data points per minute. To give an idea how significant this is, just 1,000 players playing the game for 24 hours will already produce the massive count of 21 million data points! To make a comparison, we pick an example of a user evaluation also done to investigate color blending issues [32]. In their history, they evaluated their method via a controlled user study with 72 subjects, producing just 1,728 data points. Considering the history of user evaluations, this number of test subjects was considered very good because of the difficulty of actually finding people in such a large number. But, to actually do a thorough evaluation of the algorithms, we might want to be fancy and cover the whole color and transparency space, giving a requirement of much more than one million data points! This in turn asks the researchers to gather an unrealistic number of test subjects – at a magnitude of hundred thousand. On the other hand, collecting data in millions should be a trivial task for a game due to the large scale collaboration of the internet community. Likewise, the recent progress in crowd-sourcing also allows us to reach that many people for an evaluation of millions of color pairs. But data collection rate in that case will depend a great deal on worker availability, handling of the batches, remuneration offered and a few more factors [22].

**Data Collection Cost:** Once the game design is done, collecting data is free. The players are using their human brain cycles to compute for us, as a return they are being paid through entertainment. On their part, they perceive that they are playing a game for free; on our part, we are doing user studies without paying anything. Again to compare with other methods, in a traditional controlled user study with $20 remuneration per subject, a test like [32] producing million data points would require close to one million dollars. If we prefer crowd-sourcing, again even with the minimal possible payment of $0.01 per evaluation, a million data points will require $10,000.

**Data Quality:** A strong argument given in favor of controlled per-person user studies is quality and reliability of the data collected. Hence, historically this has been the favored method for this particular reason. Introduction of crowd-sourcing has definitely provided us with a very cost effective solution of doing the same, but we always have to accept the fact that the result is going to be noisy [22, 24, 38]. The same argument should hold for data collected through human computation because of its internet based data collection scheme. Surprisingly, we found that a game like Disguise provides a very high quality source of data. To understand this finding, it is helpful to explore how human subjects behave in each of these two data collection mechanisms.
Consider a single evaluation of the target function in question. In case of Mechanical Turk (or controlled study), the person will be presented the task of finding the layer ordering in overlapping circles like Figure 2. Irrespective of what his/her answer is, the person is going to be paid at the end of the session. Since, in such setup, the aim of the workers/subjects is to optimize their earnings; they generally do not have the proper motivation to go through the task properly. Because of this, a pair of colors that is a little confusing and requires careful observation has a very high probability of producing random selection on the part of the test subject, especially from Mechanical Turk. On the other hand, in the case of Disguise, the players are giving inputs only because they actually want to play the game, not because they are paid. Their sole objective is to optimize their place on the high score chart and they can do that only by complying with our requirement, hence producing very high quality data points.

Another added advantage is the extent of the collected data. We illustrate this point with a chart showing the distribution of the transparency of colors in the collected data points (Figure 5). The chart shows the count of correct and incorrect predictions by all the players for different alpha value ranges of the front layer color. The number of data points collected with higher alpha value (low transparency) is high because new players take time to cope with the challenge of the game and hence spend more time in playing lower levels. But as they progress through the game, they are provided more and more challenging transparencies. This gives us a unique opportunity of having highly skilled individuals (they are among the top-scorers) judging order perception with lower alpha values. As we can see from the chart, there are players who went into levels where they encountered transparencies in the range 0.0-0.3. Yet they were able to judge the ordering with considerable amount of success. This occurs because they are trying their best, using their eyes and brains to the fullest to survive every single attack from the intruder to beat the highest score. This situation is analogous to a researcher or analyst trying their best to understand a structure or data from a scientific visualization. This level of data collection is not easily possible through traditional user study techniques. A very important point to note here is also that, this argument does not always hold. If the visualization has to be optimized for scenarios where significant cognitive resources have to be allocated to tasks different from very specific low-level tasks, behavior of the gamers generally is not a true evaluator.

Impact of Game design parameters: The game we described in this paper is one of many different possible designs we could have had for exactly the same problem. The type of the game, timing of different events, type and amount of positive/negative reinforcement for user actions, type of interaction etc. strongly affect the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution. To illustrate this better, let us consider the impact of a very particular parameter we had to decide on for ‘Disguise’ – the trajectory of the intruders in the game. Of the many choices we could have made, we decided to use Bézier curves to simulate smooth motions which makes the game more natural and intriguing to play. The movement speed of the intruders is controlled by how long they remain on the playing area before blowing up. Let us call this parameter intruder presence time. With higher value, we can expect a faster data collection speed and had given that people continue playing at this rate, the players. This behaviour is caused by the fact that the hue preserving technique produces greyish shades in cases of equal lightness.

Observation 1: Irrespective of the algorithm, there is a strong correlation between the alpha value of the layers and order perception. The plots show that an increase in alpha value in the foreground color increases order perception. On the other hand, increasing alpha of background color decreases perception. This observation directly complies with observations from previous works [32, 34].

Observation 2: The algorithms that depend only on color for order perception perform poorly when the hue from foreground and background becomes almost identical. We can observe this from the diagonal in the hue scatterplots. But in the case of blurred background, the player has the additional cue of deformed outlines. This eliminates the trouble with the matching hue.

Observation 3: Hue preserving alpha blending tends to show a higher percentage of correct guesses than basic Porter and Duff blending. But, from the lightness plot of hue preserving blending, it is evident that colors of similar lightness values produce confusion for the player. This behaviour is caused by the fact that the hue preserving technique produces greyish shades in cases of equal lightness.

Observation 4: The overall performance of hue preserving color blending (correct guess: 81.6%) and local alpha blending (84.6%) are comparable. But, the addition of background blurring to local alpha blending introduces significantly more (92.9%) correct guesses from the players.

The analysis presented here is a very partial view of the overall landscape. Dependency between different parameters is much more complex and cannot be explained through two dimensional scatterplots of independent parameters. Doing an analysis that can truly judge the success of a blending algorithm requires a system that can utilize all the data we can collect through this method. This can be an evaluation metric designed for computers or an interactive analysis tool visualizing the high dimensional space to help analysis.
by a domain expert. Either of them are new research directions by themselves and their details are beyond the scope of this paper.

6 Extensions

The human computer is a vastly expressive computational platform. The possible ways it can be utilized is only limited by human creativity. We showed how a game like “Disguise” can help evaluate known visualization algorithms. Here, with some examples, we briefly discuss how such ideas can be brought into a more mainstream computation in the visualization pipeline. We hope this will give a better picture of the perspective of this platform and work as a source of inspiration for future researchers in this track.

6.1 Algorithm design assisted by a learning agent

A purpose driven game like “Disguise” can evaluate a given visualization algorithm. Now consider integrating such evaluation mechanism with a learning agent [39]. This gives us an opportunity to build an autonomous system that optimizes the algorithm by itself. It produces a new version of the algorithm that is, by its method of creation, tuned properly for human perception. Figure 7 gives the block diagram of such a learning agent that is made to optimize a blending algorithm for transparency perception. Each block in the diagram shows both the generic elements of a learning system and its counterpart in learning the algorithm. A very challenging part in building such a learning agent is to have a good problem generator which can produce problem instances (in this case a hypothetical color blender) that are both vast enough to allow the system to converge to a globally optimal solution and at the same time restrictive enough to keep the number of computation cycles minimal. Another approach could be the unification of the data acquisition methods in this paper with the data driven approach of Kühne et al. [27] which solved a similar visualization problem.

6.2 Optimizing parameters during the mapping phase

We explained earlier in Section 4.1 that mapping from abstract data to a geometric interpretation can be formulated as an optimization problem. Optimization of such properties (e.g. transfer function) using some local search algorithm (e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithm) requires a scoring function that evaluates the strength of the current instance (or set of instances). Since these instances are almost always image data, rather than using approximate evaluators, one can engage human computers by automatically crowd-sourcing evaluation tasks [28, 31]. Theoretically, such hybrid solutions should provide better performance, but at the cost of lost interactivity and added expense. The challenge in such a track remains in finding ways of reusing existing data so that the system eventually becomes sufficiently knowledgable to drive the visualization without further human intervention.

6.3 Generalization

The particular game we designed solved a very simplified visualization problem, hence was easier to map into an indirect gaming task. Finding such mapping can provide better results but might not be obvious or in some cases impossible for more complicated visualization tasks. Rather than finding a case by case solution for each problem, we could generalize the technique by decoupling the gaming task and the visualization. The game itself could be any popular engaging arcade/puzzle/sports game. The visualization technique under consideration will be then used as an indirect tool for helping the player get better score in the game. Thus the player’s performance the game gets mapped to the performance of the particular visualization. This generalization technique is a very early concept and only further investigations can tell us if it can be effective.

6.4 Extreme programming

Another possible extension is extreme programming. We may inject new algorithms (here blending strategies) into the game routinely and instantly monitor if the players improve. We would then age the scores to keep the score board robust to these developments. A good mechanism for this will be the concept of "season" -- every so often at regular intervals the score board would be reinitialized and the previous leaders would become champions of that season and so on. Good scorers would then become multi-season champions.

7 Conclusions

We introduced the concept of computing with humans in the field of visualization. As a demonstration, we presented a detailed design, implementation and evaluation of a purpose driven game that can help evaluate color blending algorithms. According to our experimental data, we found this method to be highly promising and effective. We also introduced some possible ways of extending such a method into the actual computation of rendering of a visualization or designing a new one.

As a future endeavour, we would like to continue discovering new methods of harnessing this new source of computational power to best serve the interest of creating more effective and expressive visualizations. Creating such human computed algorithms is a beautifully creative process and its power is only limited to human imagination. An algorithm like “Disguise” is just an opening to a vast opportunity of research. We are eagerly waiting to see many more solutions like this in future.
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Figure 6. Visualization to evaluate the performance of different blending algorithms for transparency perception. For each of the algorithms we produce three scatterplots concerning variation in alpha value, hue and lightness of the colors. Each of the plots shows the number of data points collected and the correctness for different foreground and background combinations. The size of each circle is proportional to the data point count. The color of the circle represents the correctness for that particular combination.